
Accelerate results.
THE LCP LEADERSHIP ACCELERATOR™

Grow your leadership capacity, 
build high-performing teams, 
and achieve great outcomes. 

The demands on today’s workforce are 
immense and it can feel difficult to find 
time for personal and team growth, but 
developing leadership capacity is a critical 
step toward achieving your goals.
 
Your time is precious, and that’s why we’ve 
developed a world-class, subscription-
based program that is flexible and online 
— to meet you where you are and empower 
you to accelerate your results.

The LCP Leadership Accelerator™ provides an innovative and evidence-based 
approach that acts as a catalyst for you to develop the capacity to lead yourself, 
others, and your business. 

A 90-day sprint format develops personal accountability and gives you the ability 
to regularly reset your goals over the course of a 12-month subscription. Tailored 
reports at the end of each online phase give you the ability to leverage insights and 
track progress against your goals. 
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Reflect on your work experiences to identify strengths 
and lessons learned that will help you achieve your goals

PHASE 1

RETROSPECTION

Explore your your personal interests, values, networks, 
and discover what motivates you the most.

PHASE 2

FORMATION

Understand your strengths and the potential others see 
in you that you can leverage.

PHASE 3

FEEDBACK

Discover specific insights relevant to your role and 
goals based on what you’ve discovered so far.

PHASE 4

INSIGHTS

Create forward momentum by incorporating what you’ve 
learned into a strong foundation for achieving your goals.

PHASE 5

GOAL ALIGNMENT
SUBSCRIBE TODAY AT:

lcp-global.com/accelerator

http://lcp-global.com/accelerator


Get up to speed.
THE LCP LEADERSHIP ACCELERATOR™

Don’t lose time to 
misalignment, unmet 
expectations, and 
mismatched skillsets.

Instead, learn what motivates you and those around you. Find a healthy pace of setting and 
achieving goals and learn to adapt to changing needs with confidence. Time you invest in 
the Leadership Accelerator™ (as little as an hour per week) will show returns in the form of 
expanded leadership capacity, empowering you to break through any roadblock and lead 
yourself, others and your business with confidence.
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COMMON ROADBLOCKS
to achieving your goals. 

“I’m managing an increasing number of 
unresolved conflicts.”

“I’m feeling out of control.”

“We take so many short-cuts, I’m not sure 
people trust our brand like they used to.”

“I am afraid of failing.”

“We are frustrated by the lack of 
momentum and results.”

Build strong relationships and a collaborative culture.RELATIONSHIPS

MOTIVATION

CHARACTER

DECISION MAKING

GOALS

Discover how to motivate and mobilize others for 
better performance

Discover the link between your values, performance, 
and resilience.

Reframe past challenges and negative experiences to 
create a new narrative.

Discover the power of alignment with clear goal-setting 
strategies to remove roadblocks and maximize your efforts.

USING THE LEADERSHIP ACCELERATOR™ and 
The 5 Leadership Anchors™ to breakthrough.

VS

http://lcp-global.com/5-leadership-anchors


Measure your momentum.
THE LCP LEADERSHIP ACCELERATOR™

Our evidence-based, 
systematic approach is 
results-oriented 
and offers measurable insight to your 
growth through real-time, personalized 
touchpoints. 

Whether you are setting out to achieve your 
own goals, launching a business, managing 
a team, or leading a global enterprise, 
the Leadership Accelerator™ will help you 
create the right environment for success. 

When you leverage LCP Global’s unique 
methodology and ecosystem of resources 
— you’ll introduce effective change, 
adaptive thinking, and the momentum to 
achieve results in as little as 90 days.

The program can be used entirely remotely, 
by yourself or with a team.

FLEXIBLE

Go at your own pace. Just an hour a week 
can show significant results.

ONLINE

Use by yourself — or connect your results 
with your team or your entire organization.

SCALABLE

Regular check-ins help you to be 
accountable for your development and  
how you perform against your goals.

RESULTS-DRIVEN

Robust reporting with 30 overall 
touchpoints, including personally tailored 
reports, online journals, and links to 
relevant articles and resources.

INSIGHTFUL

Holistic, strengths-based system tailored 
to each individual user.

PERSONALIZED

Encouraging articles, thought-provoking 
links, and simple steps you can take give 
you confidence and momentum as you 
pursue your goals.

MOTIVATIONAL
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Get focused. Get energized.
THE LCP LEADERSHIP ACCELERATOR™

Investing in your goals can  
cost less than a couple of  
coffees per month! 

An annual subscription gives you access to 
an incredible ecosystem of motivational 
resources, reflective journals, and 
personalized reporting — all designed to 
increase your leadership capacity.  

A weekly review of your 90-day goals will 
accelerate your outcomes, giving you 
clarity and energy. Periodic check-ins 
allow you to adjust your targets and keep 
momentum going all year long.
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GET STARTED TODAY AT: A 12-month subscription is like having your own virtual coach giving you tailored 
insights, and ongoing accountability. Whether you use the accelerator by yourself, 
or connect your results with a team, you’ll see on-going, measurable results.

lcp-global.com/accelerator

http://lcp-global/accelerator

